
Motion Diagrams
By Chris Whittaker

Description:

Out of Class (Instructor) Out of Class (Students) In Class (Instructor) In Class (Students)

Introduce Activity

Assign students to groups of 5-6
At interactive whiteboards, instruct groups
to open the notebook file (see the PDF)
containing the motion problems
Demonstrate how to use the notebook file
by modelling a simple 1D problem (either
the first part or in its entirety)

...
Create Motion

Diagrams

Watch a video of an object in motion
Drag and drop the object in the notebook
file to create a motion diagram
corresponding to the object’s position at
regular time intervals
Drag and drop the position dots onto the
center of each object, then drag and drop
arrows to represent the displacement and
velocity over each time interval

Note: At this point, it is allowed to remove the
objects, leaving only the position dots.

...
Find Average
Acceleration

Use the velocity vectors that were drawn to
determine the average acceleration at each point
(using the interval before and after). Can do this by
flipping vectors to make one negative and placing
them tip to tail to find v2-v1v2 − v1. 

...
Analyze

Solutions

Analyze and discuss the solutions based on the
acceleration found. Determine whether this is
consistent with their knowledge of physics, and
make changes accordingly.

...
Review Correct

Solution

Review the correct solution with the class,
highlighting the main areas of difficulty the groups
experienced. 

...
Review Activity

Review the entire activity with the class. 

...

Repeat for several more problems 
of increasing complexity

Legend

Context Icons:

Work in Groups

Task Icons:

Discuss

Problem Solve

Analyze

Instructor Orchestration

In this single-class activity, students learn to create and interpret motion diagrams using a notebook file in interactive whiteboards. Students also gain
a deeper understanding of the relationships between an object’s path of motion, displacement, velocity, and acceleration. See a full description here.

https://www.saltise.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Motion-Diagram_Notebook-Printout.pdf
https://www.saltise.ca/activity/motion-diagrams/

